Race War America? Jew Takeover with Communism

Mandela, the anti-White Communist puppet, standing with one of his jew handlers, Slovo.

Now I want to affirm this deep into people's heads. South Africa is the future of America: a jew led and organized Communist race war. The jews have created a situation between Blacks and Whites for a race war in the same way they did in South Africa and now extinct Rhodesia. There was not the racial hatred between Whites and Blacks until around forty years ago when the jews started up the same communist line. Israel Cohen, the big jew of the American Communist movement, stated they would. The NAACP was founded and run by Jewish Communists for over sixty years.

“We must realize that our party's most powerful weapon is racial tension. By propounding into the consciousness of the dark races that for centuries they have been oppressed by the whites, we can mould them to the program of the Communist Party. In America we will aim for subtle victory. While inflaming the Negro minority against the whites, we will endeavor to install in the whites a guilt complex for their exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the Negroes to rise in prominence in every walk of life, in the professions and in the world of sports and entertainment. With this prestige, the Negro will be able to intermarry with the whites and begin a process which will deliver America to our cause.” — Israel Cohen, General Secretary of the World Zionist Organization, from his book ‘A Racial Program For The 20th Century’ (1912), read into the Congressional Record by Congressman Thomas Abernathy,
King, the beast as Saint:

Professor MacDonald showed in his book, “Culture Of Critique” that the top ranking leaders of the American Communist Party were Jews with some front Shabbos Goyim funded and directed by Jewish power in the background like King here and there, making all the actual leadership Jewish. And that THREE MILLION Jews were open members of open Communist movements, organizations and general groups in America all together, and with thirty percent of the American Communist Party having members in the millions at its height in the 1930's, being Jews with all Jews in the top ranks. 70% of the core members of the Communist "anti-War" movements in the 1960's and 70's were Jewish with Jews in all the major leading roles. And the jewish media promoting it in music, news, jew Hollywood and government.

During the cold war, the Communist Party advanced its ideology under the guise of numerous liberal movements [Cultural Marxism] all led by jews and directed by the KGB many times. The Civil Rights movement is one example. Look at King, he was their Communist agent.

They're still around and working towards a Communist takeover of America today.

The jews are still trying to start this. The jew George Soros and the jew media are behind the Black race riots happening in America which were launched as part of the Communist narrative. The Protest Wall Street movement was organized by jew Soros and jew Rothschild agents, and was stated later by organizers to have been an open
attempt to start a Marxist social revolutionary movement in America while bringing all the smaller fronts together under its banner.


The Jews have centralized control over La Raza, and all other Hispanic racial, anti-White groups that want to drive the Whites into the grave and ocean. This is despite the fact that they speak Spanish and some of them are actually racially European people still. La Raza, The Black Panthers, and others are literally arms of the Communist Party in America as a current whistle blower stated:

You can also see this as they all have Communist Ideology, and the different Black groups were operating with the KGB out of Communist Cuba and other networks. The Black Lives Matter movement is an openly Communist organization whose idealized founder is a Black Communist living in Cuba to avoid being arrested in America for murdering White police in the name of Communist revolution. They are trying to start a Black Communist uprising. The entire Black Lives Matter organization is funded by Jew Soros. Do you understand the end game, and the reason for why it was all Jewish lobbies who opened up the gates to Mexico and everywhere else now? Why did Congressman Jew Javis push this into being with his "Open the Gates" speech and demand? Open the gates; that says it all. Think of this arm in arm with the fact that Jewish run Communist China is planning an invasion of America:

[Kosher China Plans to Exterminate America in WW3 Race War – satanslibrary.org](https://satanslibrary.org)

The Hispanics are flooding in by the millions; the Jews take the most intelligent of them and send them to different Marxist universities to train them to be Commissars, and then send them back to the Hispanics and recruit them into Communist anti-White organizations under a thousand different names. Remember Caesar Chavez, the Communist leader and organizer for the Hispanics? He was just the start of this.

This goes outwards into numerous other groups which are not officially racially grounded; from Gays, Liberals, students, and a thousand other groups. It’s insidious. The Jews stated in their Protocols documents that they are like the thousand arm statue of Visnu with their message in everything.

The entire narrative of all these organizations that are fronts for the Jewish run American Communist Party is simply this:
George Lincoln Rockwell's warning to White America that the Jews are using the Non-Whites and the opening of the gates into our nations, and flooding non-Whites in. This is simply the Jewish battering ram to destroy the White Race and conquer the West under Communism which is the exoteric arm of Judaism. This is happening, and it's going to keep on happening.

**Jew Calls For Destruction of White Europe Again – satanslibrary.org**

This was what Commander Rockwell warned us about and fought against, and even gave his very life in the struggle against; the End Game of Jewry. He also fought for a peaceful solution to the racial problem between Blacks and Whites.
Team Swastika is the only force that can save The White Race and All Mankind on this Planet. The jew recoils from the Swastika like a vampire from the hooked cross.

Adolf Hitler gave us the path to the final victory of the White Race and Humanity. He is the Savior of Mankind and was understood openly as the Messiah of the White Race and Mankind by the leading Spiritualist Satanists of Germany when he appeared. The jews might be in for a real shocker because the myth of His demise in the bunker that their leaders sold the world is the greatest lie ever sold.